Enterprise Transformation
Foundational Critical Success Factors

Presented By: Mr. Warren Boldrin

Time: Tuesday, November 18, 2014  4:30-5:30pm

Location:  UU 120

About the Speaker: Mr. Warren Boldrin is the Senior Manager of IBM's Integrated Supply Chain Organization, has a master's degree from Marist College in Computer Science, and over 25 years of experience at IBM.

Abstract: The discussion will include a practical industry based and personal leadership perspective on key critical success factors to create a culture of innovation in a large enterprise. Topics will include overview of a complex manufacturing process, along with the importance of powerful leadership vision, cultivation of constructive behaviors, as well as the value of a research oriented industry-university partnership. The talk will also feature real and manufacturing proof points involving case studies that span definition of problem opportunities along with how complex and novel Systems and Industrial Engineering tools were applied to drive value. Lastly, discussions will include how these models have consistently garnered prestigious external professional industry and academic recognition.

Following the seminar, there will be an informal discussion session with Mr. Boldrin and light refreshments in UU 120 from 5:30-6:00pm